As a trending method for the authentication, biometrics tends to be integrated in various devices, and in particular in smartphones. If the evaluation is performed on operational device, the biometric sample and algorithm are not reachable by the assessors. So, these latter have to perform an evaluation on a system considered as a black box. This kind of evaluation implies numerous manual comparison. This paper proposes a methodology to perform an evaluation of biometric black boxes. In order to obtain this methodology, two experiments were performed in order to determine an optimized conduct.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ubiquity of connected devices in every economic sector, and the broad range of applications that rely on it, such as smart speaker, smartphones, smart cars, online banking applications, to name a few, necessitates means to evaluate the security of such devices [1] , [2] , [3] , since they transform the real world objects into intelligent virtual objects. Usually, to access embedded services, many of them are based on the use of at least one biometric modality, such as voice, fingerprint, face, etc. Once one has been authenticated, amongst the numerous available smart applications, some of them allow access to April 30, 2019 DRAFT critical data or functionalities, such as e-payment, online blanking, professional data, privacy-relative informations, and so on. Consequently, the application providers may seek to ensure the suitability of the biometric authentication methods with these critical purposes [4] , [5] .
The main objective of the evaluation is to determine the performances of the considered system.
Subsequently, these performances permit to ensure the suitability of the system with the envisioned uses during a certification process. As part of a certification scheme, the evaluation and the certification processes are generally performed by third parties, in order to ensure the authenticity of the results and decisions.
Three different methods exist to evaluate the performance of any biometric system, depending on the internal data access a tester has: 1) White Box testing, 2) Gray Box testing and 3) Black Box testing.
White Box testing provides a full access to intermediate data (e.g. captured samples, templates, matching scores, references) and permit to capture or inject some data (in particular samples captured beforehand). White box systems allow to perform the evaluation according to favorable methodology; i.e.
the processes of capturing samples and the cross-comparison may be separated. This evaluation conduct permits to capture numerous biometric samples and to perform these captures through several sessions.
Nevertheless, the methodologies proposed in the literature and standards are generally developed by academics or manufacturers.
Grey Box testing is testing technique performed with with the limited or some knowledge and understanding of the internal features, functionality or details of the embedded software.
Black box testing assesses a system solely from the outside, without the operator or tester knowing what is happening within the system to generate responses to test actions. A black box refers to a system whose behavior has to be observed entirely by inputs and outputs. If the evaluation is performed by a third party (as a part of a certification process, for instance), manufacturers may not provide a white box system, or the certification test plan may specify the system under test is an operational device. In that case biometric samples cannot be captured prior to the evaluation which does not allow to inject these samples as system's entries. In order to process the cross-comparison, each comparison and enrollment have to be performed manually; the biometric samples are directly provided by the test population. These limitations make the evaluation process particularly costly and long.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how it is possible to evaluate the performance of any biometric systems when one has no access to internal data, that is the worst case. The idea is to formulate recommandations (in terms of population test size for example) for labs during certification processes.
That way, we investigate how usual black box testing protocol can be adapted and we determine the April 30, 2019 DRAFT minimum size of the population test needed to ensure a robust evaluation of biometric systems.
The aim of this paper is to present a methodology to achieve the evaluation of a black box biometric system. This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we present existing methodologies published in the literature and standards. Section III summarizes some preliminary experiments. In section IV, we present and discuss the proposed protocol. The apparatus is also presented. In sections V and VI, the extension of the proposed protocol for multimodal biometric systems is detailed and discussed. This is followed by a concluding section.
II. EVALUATING BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS
As alluded above, in order to ensure the suitability of a system with a given use case, the system under test has to be evaluated. This problematic has already been addressed in the literature where several solutions to evaluate a biometric system are described. Phillips et. al. [6] and Jain & Prabhakar [7] introduce the biometric evaluation and addresses its problematics.
A. Performance metrics
In order to qualify the inherent quality of a biometric system, different performance metrics have been defined. The definition of such metrics have been addressed in the literature and even have been subject to a standardization. Phillips et. al. [6] present two types of error admitted by the biometric authentication system : false reject and false alarm. These errors respectively corresponds to the wrongful reject of a genuine user, and to the abnormal acceptation of an unenrolled person. They characterize the failures admitted by the whole system and are based on the final decision (i.e. the binary choice to accept or reject the identity claim).
Mansfield et. al. present other metrics in [8] , in order to investigate the performances of the sensor and algorithm outputs. The FTA and FTE are sensor specific error rates, which respectively address the system issues on the biometric data acquisition failure (Failure To Acquire) and biometric enrollment (Failure To Enroll). The FTE may denote a user's inability to be enrolled in the system, which may be due to a (temporary or permanent) incapacity to present the biometric modality, a biometric feature unable to produce samples of sufficient quality, and so on.
The algorithm performances are also measured by the FMR (False Matching Rate) and the FNMR (False Non Matching Rate). The FMR addresses the wrongful matching of a reference and a sample from different users, and is considered as the most serious of biometric security error. Whereas the April 30, 2019 DRAFT FNMR represents the algorithm tendencies to wrongly non-match a reference and a sample from the same genuine user. This error does not necessarily indicate a flaw in the biometric system
B. Evaluation protocol
Protocols to evaluate biometric systems described in the literature are numerous and cover different biometric features [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . An evaluation protocol may be divided into two parts:
1) sample collection, 2) cross-comparison (this latter addresses the problematic of computing the matching scores and final decision given a set of samples).
The description of samples acquisition generally covers the description of the used sensors and of the apparatus to measure or control the environmental conditions (depending on the captured biometric feature, e.g. illumination for the face, noise for speaker recognition, temperature humidity and even illumination for fingerprints . . . ). The population is also described, mainly in terms of age and gender.
In order to perform cross-comparison, some platforms have been developed such as EVABIO by Mahier et. al. [14] , or the Finger Verification Competition [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . An algorithm is uploaded on these platforms, which then perform the matching using biometric databases. The obtained matching scores are used to compute the error rates, and the result are usually presented in the form of ROC or DET curves.
Given the size constraints of embedded systems, these fingerprint systems use small size sensors.
Evaluation and study of partial fingerprints systems drawbacks have been address by Fernandez-Saavedra et. al. [19] , where the impact of sensor size on the systems performances have been investigated. Roy et. al. [20] addressed this problem too, studying the vulnerabilities of partial fingerprint authentication systems and investigating the possibility of generating a "master print" (i.e., a synthetic or natural partial print able to match one or several templates).
However in the case of operational devices, these two alluded above processes cannot be separately applied. In response to the need of evaluating these black box systems (e.g., biometric authentication process on smartphones), two experiments and one evaluation have been performed.
In our case of study, three assumptions have been formulated:
• We investigate how it is feasible to evaluate an operational device without any access to internal data where only final results (granted or refused) are available,
• The population test is not necessarily familiar with biometrics,
• The evaluation protocol has been designed to be consistent with the recommendations provided by the ISO 19795-1 and 19795-2 [21] , [22] , Mansfield and Wayman [23] . 
A. Common evaluation conduct
These two experiments implement a common conduct in order to perform the evaluation. Indeed these test evaluations were performed on the same operational device : a biometric system embedded into a smartphone. Given the system under test was an operational device, access to the biometric authentication process was not granted. This biometric device can be considered as a black box which does not allow to separate the capture and comparison parts.
In order to address this issue, a generic evaluation conduct is designed. This conduct is split in as many round as people in the test crew. Each round consists of enrolling one person, and then the remaining test crew attempts to perform impostures. Then, after a while, the enrolled person tries to perform genuine transactions. Obviously, the enrolled person changes at each round, and consequently this specific round is performed for each person in the test crew.
The obtained results for the impostor and the genuine attempts are recorded separately. This separated storage ensures to avoid enumeration error while computing the system performances.
As the trial system does not permit to access to the internal data of the biometric recognition process, it is not possible to store the samples in order to replay the comparisons, or to access to the matching scores to plot ROC or DET curves. Since the only exploitable information is the final decision provided by the system and the ground truth known by the evaluator, the performances of a biometric black box are finally defined as an operating point.
Population description:
The collection protocol to design the population test crew is the following:
1) the collection has been performed at different times, 2) in different environments, 3) with different devices and 4) controls have been done to control data integrity. The protocol yields us to estimate the minimum number of involved subjects, as well as the distribution of age and gender. 
B. First experiment: roaming protocol
The first experiment aims 1) to determine the feasibility of the black box evaluation process, and 2) to estimate the required time to complete the evaluation process. Given the compromise between the evaluation and people's schedule we need to address, the chosen trade-off was to avoid the testers moving.
Consequently, the system under test has been brought to each people office. This specific conduct leads to the following two constraints:
1) Since the evaluation has to be performed in different rooms, the environmental conditions may vary between each of them. And given the latency of the used thermometer, and in order to permit a quick result collection, the recording of the environmental information has been withdrawn. That way, we assume that the environmental conditions do not significantly influence results.
2) The result recording is performed using fillable forms in order to reduce the time needed to perform the test. The supervisor is in charge of filling the form while the current tester is running the April 30, 2019 DRAFT biometric presentations. However, the main noticeable drawback is that the supervisor may not efficiently observe the interaction of the tester with the system under test.
This first experiment allows to determine the constraints and process's improvements. We deduce that the main possible improvement is the replacement of the fillable forms by a dedicated software to record the results of biometric comparisons.
C. Second experiment: assisted evaluation
This second experiment implements a different test protocol. Given the difficulties to collect users' feedback as well as observations of the interaction between the tester of the biometric system, the implemented protocol aims to collect the comparison results as well as observations. These comments consists of users' feedback, error messages and users' behavior.
In order to perform this experiment including the proposed improvement, result recording processes are achieved by a dedicated software. This dedicated software permits to record results (granted transaction, rejected transaction, or acquisition failure) into a database which is designed to store the relevant information of the evaluation. In this database, each result is linked to the testers (both those who perform the enrollment and those who perform the genuine or impostor attempt) and the involved biometric feature is also registered.
Given the objective to improve the collection of relevant observation, the recording software was handled by the test crew under the supervision of the person in charge of the evaluation. Consequently, the supervisor was able to record comments on the user behavior, on the user interaction with the system, and so on, while the testers record theirs own results. As a consequence and on the contrary of the first experiment, this evaluation is performed in a dedicated room.
Yet, performing the evaluation in a single room presents pros and cons. People have to move to the dedicated room for the evaluation. They need to finish or hold their current task in abeyance, which may imply people can be distracted. But on the other hand, the environmental conditions have been recorded easily due to the lack of changes.
This new environment setup permits to perform the evaluation while collecting information on the interactions of the testers with the system under test. The collected information brings additional feedback on the system used. Past the first rounds, the collected feedback is quite redundant and its collection is mostly useless. The comments address the interaction/positioning of the tester modality on the sensor, the modality condition (i.e. if a scar or a wound affects the modality, or the wetness/dryness . . . ) as well April 30, 2019 DRAFT as difficulties encountered during the experiment (e.g. problematic fingers, explanations to numerous FTA-case error, . . . ).
IV. PROTOCOL PRESENTATION
Given the black box systems constraints, the proposed methodology is subdivided in two sub-methodologies in order to respectively estimate the FAR and the FRR values.
Similarly to the previous experiments, this protocol uses as guideline the recommendations and requirements presented in the ISO 19795-1, 19795-2 and Mansfiel and Wayman [21] , [22] , [23] .
A. Systems under test
In order to perform this evaluation, several biometric recognition systems have been selected. The first column of Table II presents the five trial biometric systems under test.
These systems are embedded in smartphones as authentication solution, none of them allow to handle internal data. This section proposes to describe each of the five systems 1 used in FAR evaluation part.
Only the first three have been used in the FRR part.
All the trial systems allow five presentation before requiring a password to be unlocked.
Some technical characteristics of the trail systems are listed hereafter: • System D: the fingerprint sensor is embedded into a back facing button. This device is only used to estimate the FAR value. 1 The systems under test have been anonymized, the evaluation has been performed without the manufacturer's consent or participation April 30, 2019 DRAFT
• System E: the fingerprint sensor is embedded into the front facing home button This device is only used to estimate the FAR value.
The second column of Table II shows 
B. Objectives of the proposed protocol
The proposed protocol mainly aims to estimate a biometric system's performances resumed here as an operating point calculated both FAR and FRR values.
1) Estimation of the false acceptance rate: Given the difficulty to perform as many comparisons as white box evaluation and the possible low probability of imposture error on tested systems, the main objective of this protocol is to ensure a superior threshold of this error rate. According to [21] , the "Rule of 3" addresses the problem of determining the lowest error rate which can be estimated given N independent identically distributed comparisons. The lowest error rate is expressed, for a 95% confidence level, as :
where N is the number of performed comparison in the evaluation.
The protocol is designed in order to ensure the imposture probability is not over a defined threshold, with a 95% confidence interval. in this study, p = 10 −4 in order to determine if the system may be considered as secure as a 4-digit PIN-based system. This detection limit as been chosen in order to ensure the discriminating capacity of the system is at least equivalent to the probability of brute forcing a 4-digit PIN. The motivation of this choice is to ensure the suitability of a biometric system with payment use cases.
From Eq. 1, N = 30, 000. This means that at least 30, 000 tests have to be performed to ensure an upper bound of the False Acceptance Rate lower than 10 −4 .
2) Estimation of the false reject rate: The method used to estimate the False Reject Rate and the correspondent confidence interval is presented in the ISO 19795-1 [21] . The confidence interval is formulate as :
where z() is the inverse of the standard normal cumulative distribution, α is the probability that the April 30, 2019 DRAFT confidence interval does not contain the real value of the FRR,p is the observed error rate andV (p) is the estimated variance of the observed error rate.
where a i is the number of observed errors for the i th tester, n the number of testers, m the number of attempts for each tester.
C. Envisioned evaluation conduct
The proposed protocol is adapted from the common protocol detailed in the experiment part III-A.
Nevertheless due to the more ambitious objectives, some modifications have been done.
First, the implemented conduct splits the process to determine the impostor and the process related to genuine attempts. Each of them implements a different testing conduct, however they rely on a common part of the protocol.
1) Common protocol:
As the tested devices permit to enroll four or five references at the same time and in order to optimize the evaluation process, the references are grouped by three, each reference is provided by different users. Thus when a presentation is performed, three transactions are computed by the system under test. Indeed, this conduct assumes the system performs three authentication attempts (1 : 1 comparison) and not a single identification attempt among three references (1 : N comparison with N = 3), when an authentication attempt is performed on a three references group.
According to Sanchez-Reillo et. al. [24] , the biometric systems integrated in smartphones may be used under different stances. In this evaluation, the accepted stances are:
• tester is standing holding the device • tester is standing, while the device is placed on a platform (for instance a standing table)
• tester is sitting holding the device • tester is sitting, while the device is placed on a platform (for instance a table or a desk)
A dedicated software has been developed to be embedded in a tablet in order to perform the result recording. The evaluation is performed accordingly to the roaming protocol of the first evaluation III-B, and the evaluator records the result using the tablet.
April 30, 2019 DRAFT 2) Genuine attempts' conduct: This process is divided into several sessions, each corresponding to a given group of person. Each session is divided into four rounds, each corresponding to a different enrolled finger. For each round, references are created enrolling three distinct testers, each enrolls a finger coherent with the presentation kinematic (Cf. section IV-A).
At this stage, the testers perform genuine verifications with their enrolled finger. The resulting decisions are recorded into the database. Yet, performing the verification just after the enrollment may induce a bias.
Indeed, the enrollment process on such biometric systems requires an important number of presentation (the average number is 20 presentations per tester). The enrollment process reconstructs the reference thanks to the extraction of the fingerprint. However the resulting model may contain un-enrolled area of the fingerprint. A bias may be induced by the tester acknowledgment of the non enrolled areas directly after the enrollment. To avoid this bias, a latency period is introduced between the enrollment task and the verification task. Given this conduct and due to the limitations of the system under test, the latency period is defined as a trade-off between the logistical constraints (evaluation time and people availability for evaluation) and the necessary latency period. The latency period is fixed to a two-hour delay, which also models a frequent use of the biometric authentication. Figure 1 illustrates the used protocol to perform genuine verifications in order to compute the FRR value, and Fig. 2 presents the used protocol to avoid training effects from tester when they enroll their fingerprints, as alluded above.
3) Impostor attempts' conduct: This conduct is divided in multiple rounds, each round corresponding to a group of references. As explained above, the references are grouped by three and the testers are enrolled once and only once in this conduct.
Once the references have been created, non-enrolled testers proceed with impostor attempts. In order to close a round, a given (and sufficient) number of impostor attempts has to be performed, in order to achieve the objectives of the evaluation to perform at least 30, 000 biometric transactions (Cf. section IV-B1). Fig 3 shows the used protocol.
D. Test crew composition and collection policies
Given the protocol objectives, a suitable population has been constituted. Unlike the previous experi- 
1) Test crew planned and result collection policy:
In order to ensure the aimed upper bound, at least 30, 000 impostures have to be performed during the evaluation (Cf. IV-B1). So the population size and the result collection policy have been studied in order to comply with the evaluation constraints and the relevancy of the results.
The main aim of a sample size calculation is to determine the number of participants needed to measure the performance of biometric systems. Usually, the number of people in a study is restricted due to cost and time considerations. However, if the sample size is too small, one may not be able to efficiently measure the performance of biometric systems under consideration, whereas samples that are too large may waste time, resources and money. It is therefore important to optimize the sample size. Moreover, calculating the sample size in the design stage of the study is increasingly becoming a requirement for many certification labs.
In order to calculate the sample size, it is required to have some idea of the results expected in a study. In general, the greater the variability in the outcome variable, the larger the sample size required to assess the performance of biometric systems. On the other hand, the more efficient the measure is, the smaller the sample size needed.
In this study, the primary outcome variable can be considered as binary variable (accepted or rejected) and the total number of subjects required (N) is defined as [25] :
where P is the expected proportion who have the characteristic of interest, W is the width of the April 30, 2019 DRAFT confidence interval, and z α is a value from the normal distribution related to and representing the confidence level (equal to 1.96 for 95% confidence, in our case).
In our study, W = 0.14 and P = 0.96. That way, from (5) , N = 30 represents the minimum sample size required to assess the performance of the trial biometric systems. a) Genuine attempts: As mentioned in section IV-C2, the biometric reference policy consists in enrolling four instances of fingers as references in the tested systems. Depending on the tested system, the fingers chosen as references have to be coherent with the defined eligible fingers (Cf. IV-A).
Consequently, the testers authenticate with the current enrolled finger. For each enrolled finger, the testers perform five attempts, each result is recorded in the result database.
The total number of performed genuine comparison is 600, for each system under test. The expected number of collected attempts is 32, 400 which allows a slight margin of error in the evaluation conduct.
2) Test population description: The result collection process is divided in two parts : 1) the collection of the results of impostor attempts and 2) of genuine attempts. Given their different conducts, the test population involved in each process slightly differs (overlapping each other).
As described in section IV-D1, the minimum size of the population test is 30. In this study, at least 33 persons participated to the evaluation. The structure of population is presented in table III.
E. Results
During the evaluation, the decisions provided by the trial systems were recorded into a database.
Thanks to the recorded results, estimated error rate have been computed for each tested system. in the first part of the evaluation and then the FRR part has been processed in the second part. Prior to the evaluation, each tester has been trained in order to avoid misuse of the tested devices.
The training consists in an enrollment and some verification attempts immediately after. This short training permits to ensure that the testers became familiar with the use of the trial systems, and correctly perform the imposture attempts.
The FAR part has been achieved in 20 days, and 32,040 impostures attempts were performed and subsequently recorded. Due to some issues along the evaluation (mainly unscheduled decreased attendance), the expected number of impostor attempts have been barely unreached, however remaining in the margins of error allowed during the evaluation scaling. Indeed, the number of attempts is sufficient enough to achieve the objective of the evaluation (i.e. the number of collected transactions is over 30,000).
The FAR part achievement implies the population becomes familiar with the embedded biometric recognition.
2) FRR estimation:
The FRR values of the three system under test have been determined during this evaluation. These three systems were selected due to their sensor positions: each system implements a different sensor positioning. These different sensor positioning allow to experiment the evaluation process on various interaction kinematics. The FRR result collection has been performed in a dozen days.
The estimated FRR error rates for each system under test are presented in the table IV. However, this performance metrics does not precisely highlight the overall population easiness to use the systems. In order to enhance the results comprehensibility and to balance the lack of performance curves (ROC or DET), two bar charts have been plotted. According to figure 5, the system A recognizes 88% of the population, while testers do not experience a personal false rejection rate (FRR) higher than 20%. Furthermore the subsequent 12% of the population admits a personal FRR between 20% and 40%.
According to figure 5, the system B is particularly efficient to recognize users as 91% of the population admits a personal FRR of 20% or less. As seen on figure 4, for 45% of the population, not reject has been observed across their presentations sessions, and another 45% of this population admits only an observed personal FRR of 20% or less 2 . This system only admits 9% of the population for a personal FRR included in [20%, 40%]. Consequently, this system appears as relatively easy to use.
According to the figure 5, the system C displays heterogeneous results. This system admits about 37% of the test population with a personal FRR higher than 40%, while the other tested systems do not.
According to figure 5 , the systems A and B accept 100% of the genuine test population with a personal FRR lower than 40%. According to figure 4, for the system C, 37% of the test population admits a personal FRR higher than 40%.
3) FAR estimation: Along the whole evaluation, none successful impostor attempt was observed. In order to estimate the upper bound of the error rate, the "rule of 3" has been used. Given the number of tests performed, the estimated upper bound is 9.3633 * 10 −5 with a 95% confidence level for all the five tested systems.
F. Remarks
This evaluation permits to estimate admitted error rates on several embedded biometric systems (five for the estimation of the FAR, and three for the FRR). Nevertheless, even if the evaluation process has been performed on a relatively small population (maximum 38 persons involved in the evaluation), the evaluation takes roughly two months (with a single full-time supervisor). An evaluation implementing a protocol separating the sample collection and the cross-comparison process is more time-efficient and achieves greater precision in error estimation. However, this type of methodology requires access to the algorithm and sensor output. The main drawback is that these methodologies are not applicable for operational devices.
The main improvement in term of processing speed up is to dedicate more than one supervisor to the evaluation (which implies the use of as many tested devices as full time supervisors). This conduct modification may be achieved by enrolling different testers as reference in the different devices, the evaluation is consequently conducted with multiple parallel rounds. However, in these experimentations, the population was not a dedicated population, which implies a more important availability for the evaluation process.
Since this evaluation was performed using a non-dedicated population, the main drawback is the introduction of a lag time due to the testers occupation. As things stand, the constitution of a dedicated test population seems not to be worthwhile. However the aforementioned improvement may render the recruitment of a test crew viable if sufficient devices are used in parallel (i.e. each tester in the population is regularly solicited throughout each working day).
The proposed evaluation does not offer any feedback on the population given the lack of captured samples. Consequently, the constituted population may bias the evaluation by its difficulty. In order to permit the bias estimation, the population has to be studied (e.g. with a reference systems which performances are known).
V. EXTENSION TO A MULTIMODAL SYSTEM
The previously detailed black box protocol has been deployed to evaluate embedded biometric systems in wearable devices, such as smartphones. Yet, biometric systems under test were mono-modal system, based on the use of fingerprint.
To be able to evaluate multimodal biometric systems, the proposed protocol needs some improvements.
A. System under test
The trial biometric system is a prototype namely Multi-Biometric Authentication Device (MBAD). 
B. The used protocol
To respect the constraints of both the black box evaluation and the minimization down time of the test population, the detection limit of the FAR has been corrected. The final decision threshold has been fixed to 10 −3 . From Eq. (1), the number of needed biometric transactions is 3, 105.
The acquisition process took place in a dedicated room, in which many environmental conditions were measured (temperature, noise level, humidity, etc.). Indeed, each condition can influence the acquisition performance of both the fingerprint and the voice.
C. Results

1) FAR estimation:
During the evaluation process, no FAR case has been observed during the 3,105 imposture attempts.
The system can claim a FAR value lesser or equal to 10 −3 with a 95% confidence interval. This result is not in contradiction with the white box evaluation performed at a larger scale, which allows the system to claim a FAR value lower than 0.0015%. 2) Each performance evaluation has been performed on two different prototypes of the MBDA. It has been observed that the prototype used during the black box evaluation suffered from a major drawback. A noise were added to the vocal sample by the sensor and could impact the performance of the speaker recognition algorithm.
VI. DISCUSSION
The proposed protocol yields to estimate biometric system performance with black box approach.
During all experiments, the feasibility of this protocol has been highlighted. Yet, it is necessary to to implement a protocol validation process. Indeed, the obtained results may not be consistent with the results obtained under white box testing. Those bias may be induced by capture conditions (noise, temperature, humidity, etc.), test population (non representative population, heterogeneity of people, etc.), and have to be measured before the implementation of the protocol using a certification process. To do so, the proposed protocol has to be used to assess any biometric system for which the performances are known, in order to determine if the proposed protocol induced a biais or not. This experimentation allows to study April 30, 2019 DRAFT the potential biais introduced during the samples capture and by the demography of the test population.
Those potential biais will let us investigate recommendations for the implementation of such an evaluation.
The proposed protocol can be used for an information technology security evaluation for which users can specify security requirements for a particular security device in order to protect their personal data.
Laboratories can evaluate such products and report results of conformance tests applying the proposed protocol. This will help to analyze and highlight possible threats to biometric verification systems introducing some vulnerability tests.
In addition, the proposed evaluation protocol will help certification lab to evaluate the performance of any biometric systems embedded in a smartphone, for example, for e-payment purpose, such a online purchase, or e-banking. In order to reduce the number of authentication based on the use of a PIN code, such applications would be unlocked using the embedded biometric sensor. Yet, major bank consortia, such as VISA or CB, require to assess to performance of the used biometric system guaranteed by a certificate issued by a trusted third party. As it is difficult and expensive to enroll more than one hundred people, the proposed protocol can help certification process with a minimum size of the population test, in a black box way.
Additionally to this protocol confirmation, the implementation of the white box testing will allow to study the test population, estimating and determining its potential bias. The white bow testing would concern a set of biometric sensors as well as a set of biometric systems for which the associated performances are given and known. Captured samples under this white box testing will help to analyze the consistency of the results obtained for each person of the test population. In addition, it should be possible to measure the imposture difficulty, identifying pairs of users with close modalities for which the biometric system (that serves as white box reference) yields to observe impostures. The obtained results based on the use of such a white box will permit to identify and understand obtained results using the proposed back box protocol.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a methodology dedicated to evaluate biometric systems under black box testing and two experiments have been investigated. The experiments allow to determine the issues pertaining to this kind of evaluation. The first experiment is a genuine implementation of a black box evaluation, aiming to simply obtain the error rates. The advantages of this method is its easiness to implement, and to be quickly executed. Nevertheless, the collection of additional information is hard, indeed the supervisor is already in charge of the result recording.
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The gained experience on these two experiments permits to performed a full scale evaluation in a reasonable time. This evaluation permits to estimate both false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR). The result database ensures the evaluation traceability, and repeatability to a lesser extent.
In case of unusual results, the evaluator is able to replay the interaction, however the observed result at the first comparison occurrence may be different due to variation in the tester behavior or modality
condition.
An extension of the proposed protocol has been investigated to a bi-modal biometric system based on the use of fingerprint and voice.
The protocol implemented in this evaluation allows to estimate the operating point of a biometric system functioning as a black box. Since the cost of such method is important both in term of time consumption and of human logistics, the sample size has been computed in order to determine the minimum number of people needed to ensure the robustness of results.
